What is needed now is to populate these systems with content, so that they become mainstream tools that each student will routinely use in many modules throughout his/her degree, be it mathematics or the vast range of degrees that require at least some mathematics. To that end, we have spent much of this year writing question styles (in Perception's QML language) that result in the question realisations seen by students; this article summarises what we have learned and, hopefully, can act as a checklist for others, particularly those new to maths CAA. We have also extended the number of question types to include 2-and 3-part sequential questions (where incorrect input from the first part is used to calculate consistent answers to later parts and partial credit awarded) and responsive numerical input where wrong input resulting from common errors would be recognised by the question code and targeted feedback given eg "You have forgotten to divide by 2".
Certainly the arithmetic of using random parameters leaves the question setter feeling slightly giddy! For example, choosing coefficients from the set: {-6…-2,2…6} (10 elements -there are good reasons for avoiding {-1,0,1} see below) gives 1000 quadratics, or 10 5 definite integrals of that quadratic, or 10 9 3x3 matrices to invert. One is tempted just to release such an array of questions onto the students and stand back! Before doing so, please read the rest of this article.
Many of the comments in [4] , where setting tests with QM Designer is described, apply to any testing system. Setting good objective questions is quite unlike setting problem sheets or traditional exams; much more categorisation is needed to make sure the (randomly chosen) question is actually testing what is wanted and at the correct level of difficulty. It is therefore important to distinguish between assumed skills and tested skills. Equally, one needs to consider what information will be written in the answer files; this is the only information a lecturer will have to base his/her judgements on what remedial or reinforcement teaching to provide.
With random parameters in the question styles, the categorisation of tested skill becomes crucial; a randomly chosen polynomial may or may not factorise easily, have real/complex roots etc. It is important to know what you want and then generally to "reverse engineer" the question, eg (x -a)(x + b)(x 2 + c) will give rise to the required quartic that is displayed to the student according to the values of parameters a, b and c. Most systems will allow the same questions to be used for any of diagnostic, formative and summative testing. In developing our questions, we have tried to make questions as formative as possible by providing detailed feedback; this can be turned off during summative tests, but it is efficient to write this at the same time as the question is set. This is especially true for multi-choice questions where the wrong answers (distracters) are encoded mal-rules that generate at run-time the coefficients displayed in the MathML. In choosing a wrong answer, the student can be told not just that they are wrong, but what mistake we think they are making to have arrived at such an answer, see figure 1 . Succinct mal-rule descriptors are needed for the answer files and their unique categorisation is not easy, requiring further work. It is hoped to be able to use them to detect the same type of mistake across a range of topics. For example in figure 1 "chain rule ignored" might be detected in differentiation of trig functions too.
Question styles using Responsive Numerical Input, Multi Choice, Multi Response question types reward the student by providing tailored feedback, but the question author needs to take particular care in setting mal-rules with random parameters as follows:
i) The mal-rules must lead to different answers for all realisations allowed. For example ax and x will display the same if a = 1, so this parameter needs to lie out of range. Similarly a 2 and 2a will all be the same if a=2 presenting the student with two choices equal to 4 and no way of knowing which is the correct 4 to choose! ii) In a question with say 3 terms, applying a mal-rule to each term in turn will tend to give the game away (unless the correct answer is "None of these"). For example, consider a set of coordinates (1,2,3), (0,2,3), (1,0,3), (1,2,0). Looking for commonality suggests the correct answer is (1,2,3) and students might select this without bothering to try the question! Clearly there is a lot to think about when setting objective questions with random parameters, especially when using mal-rules and aiming to provide useful and targeted feedback. An additional complication is that the code must catch inappropriate display such as 1x + -5 requiring some programming from the author (we use Javascript in Perception's QML files). Hence, not everyone will have the time and expertise to author questions themselves and a good approach is that adopted by the E3AN team, [10] , who provided word templates for their questions. We have adapted this below in the hope that readers will find it a useful checklist and perhaps send us their questions for inclusion into the new Mathletics suite. We have dropped their Bloom's taxonomy tag, see [2] , in favour of linkage with a syllabus tag that will be more familiar to teachers. 
